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Unravel the fundamental ingredients of visual
storytelling and discover how top children's
illustrators portray narrative, intrigue, and



suspense through art. Travel through the Land
of OR to learn how to make good choices. This
guide shows parents how to combine story
reading, phonics, and writing to help their
children develop into skilled and motivated
readers. The guide discusses how to prepare
children for reading success; how to use
children's literature to promote learning and
enjoyment; why combining book experiences and
phonics is better than using either approach
alone; ways to use writing to enhance children's
reading progress; why reading aloud is
important; and which books to use and where to
find them. Chapters in the guide are: (1) "The
'Great Debate'"; (2) "Acquiring Language and
Learning To Read"; (3) "Early Readers: What
Can They Teach Us?"; (4) "What Works? One
Successful Program"; (5) "Using 'Real Books' in
Your Program"; (6) "Preparing for Formal
Lessons"; (7) "Book Reading and Strategy
Development"; (8) "Learning about Letters,
Sounds, and Words"; (9) "Story Writing in the

Reading Lesson"; and (10) "Putting It All
Together: A Sample Lesson." Contains 79
references. Appendixes present a 600-item
bibliography of children's trade books; a special
note for Christian educators; and advice on
establishing a tutoring project. (RS) In The Two
Cars the celebrated husband and wife team of
Ingri and Edgar Parin d’Aulaire, famous for their
illustrated versions of Norse and Greek myths,
offer young children a playful modern twist on
the ancient fable of the tortoise and the hare.
Two cars sit side by side in the same garage.
One is fast, shiny, and ready to go; the other is a
comfortable old jalopy, a little worse for wear
but as reliable as can be. On a magic moonlit
night, the doors of the garage swing open and
they head out for a spin, each determined to
prove that he is the “best car on the road.” Over
hill and dale and roundabout they go,
encountering—and narrowly missing—trains,
trucks, wildlife, and even, in the form of a
policeman on a motorcycle, the long arm of the



law. Before the two cars’ nocturnal caper is
over, each will have discovered the being the
“best” is not so simple as you might suppose. A
librarian and authoritative reviewer provides
practical guidelines to help other librarians,
parents, teachers, children's literature students
and general readers evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of a children's book and write
reviews for a particular audience. In the 1980s
in California, New Jersey, and New York,
Michigan, Massachusetts, and Florida,
Tennessee, Texas, Ohio, and elsewhere, daycare
workers were arrested, charged, tried, and
convicted of committing horrible sexual crimes
against the children they cared for. These
crimes, prosecutors said, had gone undetected
for years, and their brutality and sadism defied
all imagining. What's more, the abusers had
photographed and videotaped their victims,
distributing the images through a sophisticated
international network of child pornographers.
More often than not, violent satanic cult worship

had also played a central role, with children
made to watch forced abortions in cemeteries
and then eat hacked-off bits of the little corpses.
In just over a decade, thousands of people in
every part of the country were investigated as
child sex abusers, and some one-hundred and
fifty of them were sent to prison. But, none of it
happened. It was an epic decade-long outbreak
of collective hysteria – on a par with the Salem
witch trials or the red scares of the 1950s. Using
extensive archival research conducted in Los
Angeles, Miami, New York, and elsewhere, and
drawing on dozens of interviews conducted with
the hysteria's major figures, Richard Beck shows
how a group of legislators, doctors, lawyers, and
parents, all working with the best of intentions,
set the stage for a judicial disaster. A number of
opportunistic journalists helped to carry the
story from state to state, and the silence of their
colleagues, who should have known better,
allowed it to keep spreading long after it became
clear that the story was simply unsupported by



evidence. Beck reveals how a small group of
skeptics finally began working to slow the
runaway train in the last half of the decade, and
he explores the fates of those accused and
convicted of these unbelievable crimes, the
casualties of a culture war. It is this culture war
that is the books pervasive subtext – the
conditions that made possible the demented
frenzy of accusations were very specific, and at
the root of them were competing visions of
society and the things that threatened it most.
This annotated bibliography-organized
geographically by world region and country,
describing nearly 700 books representing 73
countries-is a valuable resource for librarians,
teachers, and anyone else seeking to promote
international understanding through children's
literature. It is the third volume sponsored by
the United States Board on Books for Young
People. The first, Carl M. Tomlinson's Children's
Books from Other Countries (1998) is a
compendium of international children's

literature with annotations of both in and out of
print books published between 1950 and 1996.
Susan Stan's The World Through Children's
Books (2002) was the second and it included
books published between the years 1997 and
2000. Crossing Boundaries includes
international children's books published between
2000 and 2004, as well as selected American
books set in countries other than the United
States. Editor Doris Gebel has compiled an
important tool for providing stories that will help
children understand our differences while
simultaneously demonstrating our common
humanity. A “funny, realistic, heartfelt, satiric,
and unpredictable” novel about a group of big-
city teens with mind-blowing powers (Ned
Vizzini, New York Times–bestselling author). It
was just an ordinary day at Manhattan’s
Bloomberg High School. Socially awkward Olivia
Byrne was stressing about her upcoming speech
in public speaking class. Cooper Miller was
flying high over the Yankees’ win from the night



before. Mackenzie Feldman, Cooper’s girlfriend,
was dreading the class’s upcoming flu vaccines
because of her overwhelming fear of needles.
Little did Mackenzie know that the shot would
be the least of her worries . . . Now—after
getting immunized—most of the students in
homeroom 10B have the power to hear
everyone’s thoughts: catty remarks, who’s
crushing on whom, and what their teachers and
parents really think about them. Once the
students figure out what’s going on, the question
becomes: What do they do with their new
superpower? Use it for good . . . or for evil?
Because world domination is on the menu . . . “A
tour-de-force comic narration that will leave you
gasping in awe—if you ever catch your breath
from laughing.” —E. Lockhart, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of We Were Liars
“Smart and frequently hilarious . . . Filled with
heartbreak, hilarity, and some brutal truths,
Mlynowski’s novel will leave readers thinking
about the gaps between our private and public

selves and the lies we tell others and ourselves.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Hilarious,
moving, and utterly ingenious.” —Robin
Wasserman, author of Girls on Fire Worse
Things is a story about connections, the ways
they are made, and what happens when they are
lost or illusive, from the award-winning author of
Pearl Verses the World and Toppling. Winner of
QLD CBCA Bilby Award for Younger Readers
2021 Worse Things follows the lives of three
main characters: Blake, an Aussie Rules football
player who suffers a devastating injury; Jolene, a
hockey player who hates the game and and is
grieving over the recent death of her father; and
Amed, a soccer-loving, non-English speaking
orphan who feels like an outsider since arriving
in Australia after being raised in a refugee camp.
Worse Things by Sally Murphy and Sarah Davis,
selected as an Honour Book in the CBCA Book of
the Year: Younger Readers category 2021. A
touching and inspirational story about
connections and the things that bind us all.



Explores the natural learning processes of
children at the pre-school and primary grade
level and describes the ways in which formal
education damages and impedes the child's
independent ability to learn Winner Trinity
Schools Book Award 2018 Winner Gateshead YA
Book Prize 'I love reading Sarah Govett - she's
whip-smart, funny and by plugging into the hope
and energy of the youth makes me feel better
about these dark times.' Dame Emma Thompson
Noa Blake is just another normal 15 year old
with exams looming. Except in The Territory
normal isn't normal. The richest children have a
node on the back of their necks and can
download information, bypassing the need to
study. In a flooded world of dwindling resources,
Noa and the other 'Norms' have their work cut
out even to compete. And competing is
everything - because anybody who fails the
exams will be shipped off to the Wetlands, which
means a life of misery, if not certain death. But
how to focus when your heart is being torn in

two directions at once? 'Truly heart wrenching!
... the 1984 of our time' The Guardian online
'Gripping dystopia with a keen political edge'
Imogen Russell Williams, Metro 'This is a truly
exceptional novel, exciting, gripping and intense'
BookTrust 'pacy dystopian fantasy thriller'
Telegraph's Best YA Books of 2015 'thrilling and
thought-provoking' The Times 'powerful and
shocking' Children's Books Ireland 'a terrific
book. It simply is.' Bookwitch 'brilliant' Teen
Librarian 'Brilliantly plotted, utterly gripping'
Gemma Malley (The Declaration) One of The
Telegraph's best YA books of 2015 An Instant #1
New York Times Bestseller! An Instant Indie
Bestseller! *An Amazon Best Book of the Year *
A B&N Best Book of the Year* A great gift for
tiny go-getters and big dreamers, including for
back to school! NBA champion and superstar
LeBron James pens a slam-dunk picture book
inspired by his foundation’s I PROMISE program
that motivates children everywhere to always
#StriveForGreatness. Just a kid from Akron,



Ohio, who is dedicated to uplifting youth
everywhere, LeBron James knows the key to a
better future is to excel in school, do your best,
and keep your family close. I Promise is a lively
and inspiring picture book that reminds us that
tomorrow’s success starts with the promises we
make to ourselves and our community today.
Featuring James’s upbeat, rhyming text and
vibrant illustrations perfectly crafted for a
diverse audience by #1 New York Times
bestselling and Geisel Honor winning artist Nina
Mata, this book has the power to inspire all
children and families to be their best. Perfect for
shared reading in and out of the classroom, I
Promise is also a great gift for graduation,
birthdays, and other occasions. Plus check out
the audiobook, read by LeBron James's mother
and I Promise School supporter Gloria James!
From Cover To Coveris a fresh, up-to-date look
at some of the best examples of children's
literature today, and also includes practical
advice on how to write clearly articulated,

reasoned opinions so that others can learn about
books they have not yet read. It includes: a short
explanation of the process of making a children's
book from manuscript to final bound book a
description of the importance of the many
different parts of a book (jacket flaps, title page,
copyright, Cataloging-in-Publication information,
etc.) six thought-provoking chapters that explain
how ot think about and critically evaluate
several different genres of children's books:
books of information traditional literature
(myths, legends, tall tales, folktales) poetry,
verse, rhymes, and songs picture books easy
readers and transitional books fiction a
concluding chapter on how to write reviews that
are both descriptive and analytical From Cover
To Cover is an invaluable resource for all
professionals who wish to write book evaluations
that go beyond a simple personal response. This
definitive guide to reviewing children’s books
makes it effortless for parents, teachers,
librarians, children’s literature students and



general readers who are interested in becoming
children’s book reviewers to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of a children’s book.
An authoritative reviewer in her own right,
Kathleen Horning provides practical guidelines
for reading critically, evaluating an initial
response, answering questions raised during the
first reading, putting a response into words,
balancing description with criticism, and writing
reviews for a particular audience. A Simple
Explanation of Conscience For 4 - 9 Year Olds
Delightful Colour Illustrations The wonders of
life from conception to birth Captures the
wonder of our creation with great accuracy
Understandable to young readers with beautiful
illustrations A Civil War–era girl’s courage is
tested in this haunting, wordless story. When a
farm girl discovers a runaway slave hiding in the
barn, she is at once startled and frightened. But
the stranger’s fearful eyes weigh upon her
conscience, and she must make a difficult
choice. Will she have the courage to help him?

Unspoken gifts of humanity unite the girl and
the runaway as they each face a journey: one
following the North Star, the other following her
heart. Henry Cole’s unusual and original
rendering of the Underground Railroad speaks
directly to our deepest sense of compassion.
Praise for Unspoken A New York Times Best
Illustrated Book “Designed to present
youngsters with a moral choice . . . the author, a
former teacher, clearly intended Unspoken to be
a challenging book, its somber sepia tone
drawings establish a mood of foreboding.” —The
New York Times Book Review “Moving and
emotionally charged.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred
review “Gorgeously rendered in soft dark
pencils, this wordless book is reminiscent of the
naturalistic pencil artistry of Maurice Sendak
and Brian Selznick.” —School Library Journal,
starred review “Cole’s . . . beautifully detailed
pencil drawings on cream-colored paper deftly
visualize a family’s ruggedly simple lifestyle on a
Civil War–era homestead, while facing stark,



ethical choices . . . Cole conjures significant
tension and emotional heft . . . in this powerful
tale of quiet camaraderie and courage.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review Kids are
wrestling with tough issues these days—peer
pressure, purpose, unexpected change or loss,
and wondering where their faith fits in with it
all. Roar Like a Lion encourages your kids to
"run toward the roar" as they face their fears,
knowing that God is with them every step of the
way. Pastor and bestselling author Levi Lusko is
known for making tough topics accessible while
drawing his readers toward a richer spiritual
life. In his first children's devotional for ages 6
to 10, Levi tackles real issues our kids face with
a lighthearted and approachable tone. Kids are
equipped to approach both fun moments and
tough times with their hearts set on God's
faithfulness with the help of fascinating stories
and facts, eye-catching art, Bible verses,
prayers, and simple action steps. This 90-day
devotional covers highly relevant topics such as:

facing fears about school and friendships having
courage to try something new handling new
challenges, past disappointments, and grief
dealing with peer pressure and bullying
understanding how we each fit into God's great
story As a parent and pastor, Levi is able to
address real-life situations with compassion,
grace, and biblical authenticity. Roar Like a Lion
is a great way to spark discussion with your kids
on meaningful topics and get them in the habit
of reading a biblically-based devotional. Offering
practical approaches to faith in everyday life,
Roar Like a Lion will inspire your kids to nurture
their personal faith in a God strong enough to
protect and guide them as they run toward the
roar during the challenges in their lives.
Caldecott Honor Book! "An evocative
remembrance of the simple pleasures in country
living; splashing in the swimming hole, taking
baths in the kitchen, sharing family times, each
is eloquently portrayed here in both the misty-
hued scenes and in the poetic text." -Association



for Childhood Education International An
irresistible, nostalgic, insightful—and totally
original—ramble through classic children’s
literature from Vanity Fair contributing editor
(and father) Bruce Handy. “Consistently
intelligent and funny…The book succeeds
wonderfully.” —The New York Times Book
Review “A delightful excursion…Engaging and
full of genuine feeling.” —The Wall Street
Journal “Pure pleasure.” —Vanity Fair “Witty
and engaging…Deeply satisfying.” —Christian
Science Monitor In 1690, the dour New England
Primer, thought to be the first American
children’s book, was published in Boston.
Offering children gems of advice such as “Strive
to learn” and “Be not a dunce,” it was no fun at
all. So how did we get from there to “Let the
wild rumpus start”? And now that we’re living in
a golden age of children’s literature, what can
adults get out of reading Where the Wild Things
Are and Goodnight Moon, or Charlotte’s Web
and Little House on the Prairie? In Wild Things,

Bruce Handy revisits the classics of American
childhood, from fairy tales to The Very Hungry
Caterpillar, and explores the backstories of their
creators, using context and biography to
understand how some of the most insightful,
creative, and witty authors and illustrators of
their times created their often deeply personal
masterpieces. Along the way, Handy learns what
The Cat in the Hat says about anarchy and
absentee parenting, which themes link The
Runaway Bunny and Portnoy’s Complaint, and
why Ramona Quimby is as true an American icon
as Tom Sawyer or Jay Gatsby. It’s a profound,
eye-opening experience to reencounter books
that you once treasured after decades apart. A
clear-eyed love letter to the greatest children’s
books and authors, from Louisa May Alcott and
L. Frank Baum to Eric Carle, Dr. Seuss, Mildred
D. Taylor, and E.B. White, Wild Things will bring
back fond memories for readers of all ages,
along with a few surprises. “Kids are
important… They need safe places to live, and



safe places to play.” For some kids, this means
living with foster parents. In simple words and
full-color illustrations, this book explains why
some kids move to foster homes, what foster
parents do, and ways kids might feel during
foster care. Children often believe that they are
in foster care because they are “bad.” This book
makes it clear that the troubles in their lives are
not their fault; the message throughout is one of
hope and support. Includes resources and
information for parents, foster parents, social
workers, counselors, and teachers. Early in the
year, our North American forests come to life as
native wildflowers start to push up through
patches of snow. With longer days and sunlight
streaming down through bare branches of
towering trees, life on the forest floor awakens
from its winter sleep. Plants such as green
dragon, squirrel corn, and bloodroot interact
with their pollinators and seed dispersers and
rush to create new life before the trees above
leaf out and block the sun's rays. Wake Up,

Woods showcases the splendor of our warming
forests and offers clues to nature's annual
springtime floral show as we walk in our parks
and wilderness areas, or even in shade gardens
around our homes. Readers of Wake Up, Woods
will see that Gillian Harris, Michael Homoya and
Shane Gibson, through illustrations and text,
present a captivating look into our forests'
biodiversity, showing how species depend on
plants for food and help assure plant
reproduction. This book celebrates some of
nature's most fascinating moments that happen
in forests where we live and play. Winner,
Governor General's Literary Award Finalist,
Lambda Literary Award and Ferro-Grumley
Award for LGBT Fiction "Raziel Reid is a really
extraordinary guy. He's got a great thing
going."—Anne Rice School is just like a film set:
there's The Crew, who make things happen, The
Extras who fill the empty desks, and The Movie
Stars, whom everyone wants tagged in their
Facebook photos. But Jude doesn't fit in. He's



not part of The Crew because he isn't about to
do anything unless it's court-appointed; he's not
an Extra because nothing about him is
anonymous; and he's not a Movie Star because
even though everyone know his name like an A-
lister, he isn't invited to the cool parties. As the
director calls action, Jude is the flamer that
lights the set on fire. Before everything turns to
ashes from the resulting inferno, Jude drags his
best friend Angela off the casting couch and into
enough melodrama to incite the paparazzi, all
while trying to fend off the haters and win the
heart of his favourite co-star Luke Morris. It's a
total train wreck! But train wrecks always make
the front page. Raziel Reid is a graduate of the
New York Film Academy. He currently lives in
Vancouver. The Baudelaire children, Violet,
Klaus and baby Sunny, are exceedingly unlucky.
Their parents have been killed, and they are
forced to go and stay with their Uncle Olaf. It
soon turns out that Olaf has evil plans for the
children. Between dog and human there is a

special bond. A bond that must never be broken .
. .Pup and his boy are inseparable. But both their
worlds change forever when Pup is cruelly taken
away and abandoned.With nowhere else to turn,
Pup becomes a Street Dog - part of a misfit pack
fighting for survival on the streets.Pup clings to
the hope of one day being reunited with his boy.
But as time passes, his hope shrinks. Will he
ever know love like his boy's again? “Should
appeal to readers who enjoy the Captain
Underpants and Wimpy Kid series.” - School
Library Connection on Kid Normal Since
becoming Kid Normal, Murph Cooper and the
Super Zeroes – fellow students with arguably
less-than-useful talents like the ability to conjure
tiny horses from thin air – have been catching
bad guys all over the place. But being a hero
isn't easy, especially when you can't tell anyone
about your epic adventures and your classmates
still don't believe you've got what it takes. And
then, far away in a top-secret prison, the world's
most feared supervillain breaks his thirty-year



silence. His first words? “Bring Kid Normal to
me!” This supervillain was responsible for
stealing the powers from some of the greatest
Heroes Alliance members of all time. Does
Murph have what it takes to bring him down?
With black-and-white illustrations throughout,
this laugh-out-loud story proves that heroes
come in all shapes and sizes. Best-selling author
Chris d'Lacey brings us a magical story about
mysterious hand crafted clay dragons who have
unusual powers.When David moves in with Liz
and Lucy, he discovers a collection of hand
crafted, clay dragons that comes to life and has
magical powers. David's personalized dragon,
Gadzooks, can forecast the future, and inspires
him to write a story which reveals the truth
behind an unsolved mystery close to home. The
story has an unhappy ending, and when David
realizes the consequences of it he is angry. Then
David finds Gadzooks crying and near death, and
he discovers that these special dragons die when
they are not loved. Soon David is forced to save

his friend and unlock the powers of the fire
within.Don't miss Chris d'Lacey's addition to his
rich dragon mythology in his next series, The
Erth Dragons! #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The late, beloved Rachel Held
Evans answers many children's first question
about God in this gorgeous picture book, fully
realized by her friend Matthew Paul Turner, the
bestselling author of When God Made You.
Children who are introduced to God, through
attending church or having loved ones who
speak about God, often have a lot of questions,
including this ever-popular one: What is God
like? The late Rachel Held Evans loved the Bible
and loved showing God’s love through the words
and pictures found in that ancient text. Through
these pictures from the Bible, children see that
God is like a shepherd, God is like a star, God is
like a gardener, God is like the wind, and more.
God is a comforter and support. And whenever a
child is unsure, What Is God Like? encourages
young hearts to “think about what makes you



feel safe, what makes you feel loved, and what
makes you feel brave. That's what God is like.”
"The Gospel story for kids" -- p. 4 of cover. 2021
BRAM STOKER AWARD NOMINEE FOR
SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A NOVEL 2021
INTERNATIONAL LATINO BOOK AWARD
WINNER "GUARANTEED TO MAKE YOUR
HEART THUMP AND SKIN CRAWL”—The New
York Times A gripping, modern-day spin on the
Pied Piper fairy tale, as well as a gritty love
letter to the underworld of Chicago from
acclaimed Bram Stoker nominee Cynthia Pelayo.
Reminiscent of the Bloody Mary urban legend,
the Pied Piper’s story can be tracked back to the
deaths of children for centuries and across the
world—call to him for help with your problems,
but beware when he comes back asking for
payment. Chicago detective Lauren Medina’s
latest call brings her to investigate a brutally
murdered teenager in Humboldt Park—a crime
eerily similar to the murder of her sister decades
before. Unlike her straight-laced partner, she

recognizes the crime, and the new graffiti
popping up all over the city, for what it really
means: the Pied Piper has returned. When more
children are found dead, Lauren is certain her
suspicion is correct. Still reeling from the recent
death of her father, she knows she must find out
who has summoned him again, and why, before
more people die. Lauren’s torn between
protecting the city she has sworn to keep safe,
and keeping a promise she made long ago with
her sister’s murderer. She may have to ruin her
life by exposing her secrets and lies to stop the
Pied Piper before he collects. A heart-pounding
love story that grips like a riptide, and doesn’t
let go... A children's board book about
respecting body boundaries. Teaches babies,
toddlers, and thoughtful parents that it is okay
for kids to say no to hugs and kisses, and that
what happens to a person's body is up to them.
Inspired by the #MeToo movement, written by a
mom, illustrated by a feminist artist, and
successfully crowdfunded on Kickstarter.



Follows recommendations by child experts about
allowing kids to decide when and how to offer
affection to others. Helps young kids grow up
confident in their bodies, comfortable with
expressing physical boundaries, and respectful
of the boundaries of others. After a plane crash,
thirteen-year-old Brian spends fifty-four days in
the Canadian wilderness, learning to survive
with only the aid of a hatchet given him by his
mother, and learning also to survive his parents'
divorce. On a world of fascinating wonders and
terrifying dangers, Vinge has created apowerful
novel of adventure and discovery that will
entrance the many readersof "A Fire Upon the
Deep." An invaluable resource for professionals
who wish to write book evaluations—and for all
serious fans of children's literature! This revised
edition of From Cover to Cover offers a fresh,
up-to-date look at some of the best examples of
children’s literature and also includes practical
advice on how to write clearly articulated,
reasoned opinions so that others can learn about

books they have not yet read. A brief, updated
introduction clearly explains how children’s
books evolve from manuscripts into bound books
and the importance of the many different parts
of a book (jacket flaps, title page, copyright, etc.)
and changes in the children’s book industry,
such as the creation of two new major genre
awards. In addition, the author demonstrates
how to think about and critically evaluate
several different genres of children’s books.
Included are sections about books of information
(and the author’s responsibility to document
sources); traditional literature (myths, legends,
tall tales, folktales); poetry, verse, rhymes, and
songs; picture books; easy readers and
traditional books; and fiction and graphic novels.
There is also a concluding chapter on how to
write reviews that are both descriptive and
analytical, including a segment on children’s
literature blogs. Updated material includes: •An
introduction that reflects the many changes in
the children’s book industry •A section on



genres, including a discussion of graphic novels
•A section on children’s literature blogs •An
introduction of two new major genre awards: the
Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award and
the Theodor Seuss Geisel Award •And more than
90% of the books cited have been updated from
the first edition to more recent publications!
Broadway and screen star Kristin Chenoweth's
whimsical adventure about adoption reminds
kids they have an abundance of love and
kindness to share, whether adopting a pet or
expanding their family. What Will I Do with My
Love Today? is a sweet adventure picture book
by celebrity Kristin Chenoweth, known for her
role in Broadway's Wicked and her Emmy
Award–winning performance in the ABC hit
series Pushing Daisies. Join young Kristi Dawn
as she joyfully walks around New York City,
sharing her love through acts of
generosity—from singing in the church choir to
helping a neighbor weed her garden. When she
meets a lonely dog looking for a home, Kristi

shows that adoption is one of the most loving
and life-changing gifts of all. Through delightful
rhyme and examples of child-friendly (and pup-
friendly!) acts of generosity and kindness,
Chenoweth shares the powerful message that
the more love you give, the more love you get
back! This read-aloud picture book is perfect for
kids ages 4 to 8, tells a meaningful story
alongside playful illustrations from Maine Diaz,
is a great gift for baby showers, adoption
parties, soon-to-be older siblings, and dog-loving
kids, is a meaningful way to celebrate Random
Acts of Kindness Day, National Dog Day, and
National Adopt a Shelter Pet Day, and is a fun
gift for fans of Kristin Chenoweth. Inspired by
Chenoweth's inspiring, love-filled message, your
kids will jump out of bed every morning and say,
"What will I do with my love today?" Even if she
has lived ten terrible years, terrible, horrible
Edie really isn’t terrible and horrible at all, but
rather one of the most charming and engaging
and gutsy children in American children’s



fiction. It’s true of course that Edie does get
into—and not always without it being at least a
little bit her fault—some pretty terrible and
horrible scrapes, and that sometimes she will
sulk, but these are the kinds of things that
happen to the kid sister of two snooty boys and
one fancy-pants girl, not to mention having to
deal with the distraction of two half sisters who
are no better than babies. Edie’s father and
stepmother have headed to Europe for the
summer, and though the rest of the family can
look forward to good times at a beloved summer
house on the sea, Edie still has to fight to hold
her own. Adventures on a sailboat and on an
island, and the advent of a major hurricane and
what Edie takes to be a military coup, all come
to a climax when Edie solves the mystery of who
stole the neighbor’s jewels and saves, at least for
one day, the day. This story of Edie and the
other members of the Cares family may remind
readers of Arthur Ransome’s Swallows and
Amazons, except that Edie has an experimental,

even anarchic streak that is all her terrible,
horrible own. Alison Farrell's The Hike meets
Richard Scarry's I Am a Bunny in this delightful
board book that combines sweetness and
science. I am a fox. Do you see me? Timeless and
nostalgic, quirky and fresh, lightly educational
and wholly heartfelt, this autobiography of a fox
kit will delight all cuddlers and snugglers. See
the world through a fox kit's eyes in a charming
book about finding your place in the world. Over
the course of four seasons, Kit comes of age in
the forest. In spring, she gambols. In autumn,
she races. In summer, she sneaks and slinks. But
with her mama, she will always be a little kit.
This is the second in a series of board books that
pairs Kristen Tracy's enchanting, playful text
with Alison Farrell's sweet, endearing art for an
adorable treatment of everyone's favorite topic:
baby animals! PERFECT FOR BEDTIME KISSES:
The story goes through a day in the life of a baby
fox kit and ends tucked into her den with her
mama fox. It's the perfect book to take families



through their own day, complete with a cozy
goodnight moment! ENCOURAGES CHILDREN
TO IMAGINE OTHER PERSPECTIVES: This book
is told in the first person: "I am a fox." The
unusual narrator will get the youngest readers
thinking about what it's really like to be a little
fox kit! TEACHES COMPARISONS: The idea of
seeing through the animal's eyes using
comparisons to familiar ideas (Kit is slower than
a hummingbird but faster than a turtle) is a
perfect introduction to comparative logic.
TEACHES SEASONS: Readers will delight in
following Kit through all four seasons of the
year, learning what she does differently in
spring than she does in summer, what she does
for the first time in autumn, and how she
experiences winter. CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED
ILLUSTRATOR: Alison Farrell is the author-
illustrator of the fan favorite The Hike, along
with Cycle City, Bicycle Bash, and A Cub Story,
the first book in this series. Here she brings her
love of science and sweet animals to a brand-

new series about forest critters! BABY
ANIMALS! There's one thing all babies love:
baby animals! There are all kinds of animals to
look at and learn about in these pages filled with
wildlife and with love. Careful eyes will spot
animals hidden everywhere in the detail-rich,
evocative scenes. A BOOK TO BOND OVER: This
is the perfect cuddly read between baby and
parent, since it's focused on baby animals and
their families. Perfect for: • Parents •
Grandparents • Friends searching for the
perfect baby shower gift • Animal lovers In this
book, readers will embark on a journey of size
and discovery through the cosmos. Using
astronomy and the natural world to teach
Muslim children about the greatness of
God/Allah, How Big Is Allah? is an Islamic
children's book unlike any other you have on
your bookshelf. How Big Is Allah? is the first in
the #1 best-selling Islamic Children's First
Questions series by Emma Apple. It's the book
that started Little Moon Books, selling



thousands of copies worldwide, thus becoming a
staple on Muslim children's bookshelves.
Through the use of authentic Islamic sources
and scientific facts the Children's First
Questions series promotes curiosity,
encouraging the pursuit of knowledge, and
scientific literacy. As a result, kids who read
these books are able to grasp complex concepts
in a unique and age-appropriate way. Giving
Muslim kids the bridge they need between
scientific discovery and Islamic identity. OTHER
BOOKS IN THE SERIES: How Does Allah Look?
Where Is Allah? What Are The Signs Of Allah?
This series is written in accordance with the
Qur'an and Sunnah and, most importantly, does
not describe Allah in any way. Topics of interest:
Muslim children's books. Islamic children's
books. Ramadan children's books. Books about
Ramadan. Eid children's books. Diverse books
for children. Books about Islam. Books about
Muslims. Sesame Street's resident grouch
devises several ingenious and humorous

schemes to escape from his persistent readers.
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